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This God is God outside of Christ, who is free from the grace of the Word; this is the hidden One who works through the Law. The God
not preached is the creator-destroyer God, who works mysteriously in the laws of the universe as we encounter it.Â Preaching the
hiddenness of God reveals the full humanity of the preacher. The well-known situation of the pastor includes those times when words do
not come, when Scripture seems mute, and when bumps in our personal and professional lives prevent us from fully living into the
audacity and authority that is required of congregational leaders. The hiddenness of God in revelation is a theology that believes in the
effectiveness of God's Word, even if our human words do not always appear to be very effective. Start by marking â€œChrist And The
Hiddenness Of Godâ€ as Want to Read: Want to Read savingâ€¦ Want to Read.Â In the case of God the Written at the end of the
1960s, this book introduces a whole series of themes. problems and perplexities which have come to obsess Don Cupitt permanently.
However at that stage he was still ready to align himself with that mainstream of theological writing which almost identifies orthodox faith
with the quest for objectivity, whereas now he is not. In the case of God the considerations that were leading him to question received
assumptions had to do with the problem of analogy and the dynamics of the spiritual life. In the case of Christ they had to do with the
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